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Challenges for Science Education

A gap between different science subjects. 

Broken link with other lessons.

Compartmentalised subjects taught by teachers isolated within and across 
departments. 

The intensive curriculum but insufficient time allocation for science education. 

The instruction within lessons tends to be at an information level and students 
passive recipients' (only listening and writing), teachers are active (writing on 
the board and teaching in a classical way). 

Students generally lack motivation and have low self confidence in learning.

Etc. 

How we can move towards more meaningful learning in science 
education? 2



Centre for Science Education, UT
Focus on ways to make science education more equitable and inclusive.

Promote collaborations and partnerships among those involved in science 
education (e.g., teachers, school board members, university faculty, informal 
science educators) as they research science teaching and when possible, the 
degree to which student learning is affected.

Address areas that have either been insufficiently investigated or not 
investigated at all and have the potential to improve science teaching and 
learning. 

Share research results with the wider science education community inside and 
outside the classroom.

Research on science teaching and learning plays an important role in 
helping all students become proficient in science and making science 
education more equitable and inclusive. 
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Key terms with the respect in the 
Centre for Science Education
Scientific literacy (incl. Health and Biological literacy);

E-testing;

Science-related career awareness;

Learning-scenarios;

Learning modules;

Motivation, interest and relevance;

Socioscientific issues;

Science teachers professional development;

Core ideas;

21st century skills

Etc. 
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How I tried to find solutions for the 
challenges?
Students tend to have low perceived self-efficacy towards core ideas (especially 
core ideas related to chemistry and physics)  and 21st century skills – limiting 
application of their actual science competence. 

Interdisciplinary science learning can play role in conceptualising a framework 
of core ideas and promoting students’  21st century skills.

Perceived self-efficacy is seen as a person’s evaluation of their abilities to 
organize and perform activities that require the use of skills (Bandura, 1986). 
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Interdisciplinary Model



Interdisciplinary Energy



Core idea (through) maps
The core idea maps are intended to depict the development of important, 
conceptualised fundamental ideas in science, including due attention to the 
science-related knowledge and appropriate 21st century skills. 

These core ideas can be drawn together in form of a maps. 

The design of these core idea maps to be developed follow the mind mapping 
method, which has been shown to support students’ knowledge construction. 
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Suggestions for practicing teachers 
(based on my study results)
It is important that the content of the teaching material is more closely related to 
everyday situations and the way how science content is connected and to 
interconnect it with 21st century skills and science-related careers. 

To collaborate with your colleagues. 

Students need to be provided with opportunities to construct their knowledge 
(such as by drawing mind maps) that are interconnected and contextualized in 
such a way that students are able to call upon the ideas being taught at a 
subsequent time. 

Learning environment needs to support students learning with purposefully 
developed meaningful activities, such as implementing: 

➢ Everyday life-related scenarios including: 

1. Creating core idea maps (following mind mapping method); 

2. Through active learning approaches (such as teamwork, argumentation, 
etc.) 10



Students’ experience with maps

Students found creating core idea maps useful, explained that they 
liked it and found it novel, interesting and gave the possibility to 
actively participate. 

Furthermore, in general, students:

➢ liked to collaborate with others; 

➢ welcomed the opportunity to elaborate their understanding about 
science knowledge;

➢ perceived core idea maps as interesting and;

➢ recognised the maps promoted higher motivation towards 
science learning.
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• Contact information:

• helen.semilarski@ut.ee
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